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Some, like Animal Planet, theorize that cats eat the green stuff because it aids in Although
experts do not refer to grass as being necessary for cats' digestive. Why do cats eat grass? Cats
eating grass is a behavior that goes way back. Let's look at why cats eat grass and what kinds
of grass they should.
If you have a cat that goes outdoors then chances are you have seen her eat grass before. You
might be wondering why kitty does this and if it's.
How often have you seen your cat happily chewing on blades of fresh green grass, and
wondered why? You dish up the choicest cat food and. Why would your persnickety pet nibble
on the lawn? Instinctively, cats know that eating the grass will help them vomit the offending
material.
Most pet owners think their furry friends eat grass to settle an upset. But HowStuffWorks
talked to vet experts and that might not be the case.
Learn why cats eat grass in this cat behavior story that includes why they do it, especially
since they are obligate carnivores. If you witness your cats eating grass, do not be alarmed.
Though it is not completely understood why cats tend to indulge on this unusual “treat,”. Have
you ever caught your kitty chowing down on your lawn? Don't worry, it's perfectly normal, in
fact it could even be good for their health!. If you've been around cats, you've probably seen
them eat grass. Once a kitten has chewed on a blade of grass once, he may be inclined to do so
again.
Grass also can't be digested by cats, which is exactly why they sometimes eat it. The grass
causes them to vomit anything that otherwise would be bad for them. Find out why these little
carnivores eat grass and whether it is safe or not. Among those odd things cats do, nibbling
blades of grass and then. Generally cats and dogs eating a bit of grass can be seen as pretty
normal behaviour and it shouldn't be a cause for concern. There are a few possible reasons. If
you see your cat going for some sprouted stalks, do not be alarmed. The behavior of your cat
eating grass is typically followed by loud. Many theories have been proposed as to why dogs
and cats eat plants. One of the more common theories is that dogs, in particular, use grass for
medicinal. Why do cats eat grass? It's not uncommon for your cat to venture into the garden
and start eating grass. Despite the concern over its edibility, it's perfectly normal.
As many cat owners know, our feline friends often seem to love to eat grass and many
household plants. While no one knows for sure why cats. For cats that eat grass, it seems not
to be associated with illness or dietary deficiency. One theory is that it is an evolutionary
adaption to intestinal parasites and.
Dogs and cats are often observed eating grass and other plants of no apparent value.
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